FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 4/13/2021

Last Cloudia Celebrates Its 2nd Anniversary
with the Release of Knight Lord Kyle!

[TOKYO, JAPAN ‒ April 13, 2021] Mobile game developer and publisher AIDIS Inc. announced
the release of Knight Lord Kyle, a new version of the main character of their popular smartphone
RPG Last Cloudia, to coincide with the gameʼs 2nd anniversary on April 15, 2021. Additionally,
new units, arks, story quests, and game features will be added, and a variety of amazing in-game
rewards will be given to all players to celebrate this milestone.
Knight Lord Kyle, A Shift of Last Cloudiaʼs Main Character, Kyle the Swordsman Released!

Knight Lord Kyle
(Voice: Kenichi Suzumura)
This power is not mine alone.
It's the power of the bonds
I've made with everyone.
So, let's do this together!
Let's fight to save the world!

The Knight Lord awakens to his true power by protecting his friends from a powerful enemy!
This unitʼs trait, Knight Lord, gives party members a barrier that reduces damage to zero when lethal
damage is taken. His other trait, Heir of Adel, provides the party powerful buffs to help turn the tide of
battle. He also has the powerful new skills Heroʼs Wings, which increases break time for bosses, and
Instant Strike, which has a chance to greatly increase damage from critical hits. This unit keeps the ease
of use of Kyle the Swordsman but refines his abilities, making him into an incredibly powerful Fire
attribute attacker just in time for the gameʼs 2nd anniversary.
*Knight Lord Kyle will be released in the Descent of Heroes Festival gacha on April 15, post-maintenance,
and will be available until May 12 at 11:59 pm (PT).
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New UR Ark Kagutsuchi Released!
When physically attacking, greatly raise critical rate
and critical damage as the unitʼs HP drops.
Additionally, this extremely powerful UR ark gives
Fire attacks a +3000 to their damage cap and has
an ark skill that deals huge Fire damage to all enemies.
Pair this ark with a fire attacker, and youʼll have a
ferocious force who can take down even the strongest
of enemies. At 100% ark ether, youʼll receive the
powerful ★7 Fire attribute sword,

Spirit Sword Kagutsuchi.
*Kagutsuchi will be released in the Descent of Heroes
Festival gacha on April 15, post-maintenance, and will
be available until May 12 at 11:59 pm (PT).

The Battle Against the God of Ruin Begins Here!
As Kyle and the others reach the heart of the continent of Adan, they finally enter the realm of the
Lougseus, the God of Ruin. However, the party will face numerous trials on their way to their final
battle with a god. Can Kyle and the others defeat the God of Ruin and return peace to the world of
Granzelia?

See the details on
https://youtu.be/SkWvUoYPT0Q
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Get Amazing In-game Rewards During the 2nd Anniversary Celebration!
Join In on the Festivities from April 15, Post-maintenance until May 12
at 11:59 PM (PT)!
Free Daily 10-spin Gacha! Get Up to 220
Free Spins!
To celebrate Last Cloudiaʼs 2nd anniversary, players
will receive a free daily 10-spin gacha (for a total of
up to 220 free spins)! *Non-limited units and arks
only.

Get a Unit Ticket by Completing the 2nd
Anniversary Special Challenge!
By clearing nine limited-time challenge missions,
you can get a Super Descent of Heroes Unit Ticket,
that guarantees a unit from the Super Descent of
Heroes Gacha!

Get a Free Rainbow Potion and a Ton of
Free Crystals!
During the 2nd Anniversary Event, you can get an
ultra-rare Rainbow Potion, an item that can instantly
boost a unit to level 100, and a total of 7,000 crystals
just for logging in daily! You can get the Rainbow
Potion on the first day, so bring any unit you like to
level 100! Just by logging in every day and by
completing the 2nd Anniversary Event, you can get
up to 10,000 free crystals! Log in every day so you
donʼt miss out on any of these great rewards!
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Get Amazing In-game Rewards During the 2nd Anniversary Celebration!
Join In on the Festivities from April 15, Post-maintenance until May 12
at 11:59 PM (PT)!
Various Special Gachas and a New Unit!?
During the 2nd Anniversary Event, there will
be a variety of special gachas released! One
of these will be the Super Descent of Heroes
Festival gacha, which includes all the powerful
units and arks currently released!
Additionally, a completely new and unannounced
unit and ark will be released on April 28! Keep
your eyes open for surprises!
Power-up Promotion!
During the 2nd Anniversary Event, there will
be a power-up promotion to help you quickly
train your units and play various event quests!
This is especially helpful for both current
players and those who are new to the game!
Be sure to take advantage while you can!
*See the in-game notices for full details.
In addition to all of that, various other events and features are planned for Last Cloudiaʼs 2nd
Anniversary, including the Anniversary Match special event, new powerful enemies for the
multiplayer beta, and completely new game features and locations.
There has never been a better time to start playing Last Cloudia, and the game promises further
additions and improvements as it continues to evolve.
LAST CLOUDIA
Download links
iOS: https://apps.apple.com/app/id1473588527
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aidis.lastcloudiaen
Official Website: https://www.lastcloudia.com/en/
*Android, Google Play are trademarks of Google LLC.
*iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions.
*App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
*iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is used under license.
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